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ABSTRACT
This paper presents research aimed at understanding the
effects of geometrical imperfections and tolerances upon the
internal leakage occurring around null in the main stages of
servovalves. Specifically, a two-dimensional (2D) computational
fluid dynamic analysis was used to predict the direct leakage
flow as a function of the overlap and clearance between the spool
and bushing sleeve, as well as the roundness on the edges of the
spool and bushing sleeve. Predictions of direct leakage flow
against edge overlap, which have general validity, are provided
in the paper for three selected values of the pressure drop. For
different values of the pressure drop, analytical correlations can
be applied using the data retrieved from these graphs. The
analysis shows that the leakage flow is highly affected by the
above-mentioned geometrical parameters. As expected, for
given values of overlap and radial clearance, the greater the
roundness of the edges caused by manufacturing processes or
wear, the higher the leakage flow. For low leakage and hence low
power loss requirement, the radii on the spool and bushing sleeve
as well as the clearance must be maintained as low as possible.
In addition, it is well-known that overlap between the spool and
its bushing sleeve can help to reduce the leakage flow at null, and
the effect of edge roundness on this reduction is now revealed.
Keywords: servovalve, leakage, roundness, clearance, CFD

INTRODUCTION
The internal leakage occurring in servovalves is a
significant feature of these valves. In some systems it is required
for cooling, and in others it causes unwanted power consumption
during operation. The overall internal leakage is the sum of two
contributions: the leakage occurring in the pilot stage and the
leakage occurring in the main stage [1]. While the leakage in the
pilot stage is almost constant regardless of the spool position, the
leakage in the main stage is negligible at large openings but
increases with decreasing spool position, being maximum at
null. This causes the internal leakage to be maximum when the
system driven by the valve is at rest [2].
Because of its great importance to the performance of a
servovalve, the leakage around null in the main stage has been
predicted in the scientific literature through analytical models.
Merritt derived an equation which is valid for a four-way threeposition (4/3) critically centered valve (namely, with zero
overlap between the spool lands and the bushing edges), having
sharp edges of the spool and the bushing. This equation, which
assumes that the flow is laminar, allows the overall leakage to be
calculated at null with blocked load ports, as follows [3]:
𝑄𝑐 =

1

𝜋𝑐 2 𝑤
32µ

𝑝𝑠

(1)
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where c is the clearance between spool and bushing, w is the slot
width, μ is the dynamic viscosity and ps the supply pressure.
However, this equation is not capable of taking into account real
conditions, such as the overlap (or underlap, less common)
which is usually present in servovalves, despite being very small.
In addition, real valves present geometrical imperfections, and a
radius can exist on the edges of both the spool and the bushing
because of manufacturing processes. In fact, after a spool and its
bushing sleeve have been constructed, in order to achieve a
precise overlap between the spool lands and the slots of the
bushing sleeve, a grinding process is performed on the faces.
However, this process usually leads to the formation of undesired
burrs, namely unwanted pieces of material attached to the edge.
These irregularities need to be removed through a process, which
is usually manual, called deburring. The main drawback
stemming from this process is that the sharp edges can be
rounded with a small radius; despite being very small, this micro
radius can change the spool valve null region characteristics,
which have an important influence on the valve performance.
Moreover, the presence of contamination particles in the
hydraulic oil can wear the edges, thus increasing the radius of the
edges.
In the scientific literature there are some analytical models which
try to improve equation 1 by taking into account geometrical
imperfections and some degree of overlap between the spool
land width and the port width of the bushing sleeve. These are
commonly semi-empirical equations which require experimental
parameters to be found to be applied to existing servovalves [47]. An extensive comparison among the available analytical
models and experimental data was performed in [5]. According
to those authors [5], their model provides better results compared
to the other ones; however, the difference between the
predictions of all the analytical models and the experimental data
seems to be very high for overlap conditions.
This is due to the fact that it is very difficult to evaluate, through
analytical models, the effects of the edge conditions upon the
internal leakage. Instead, the use of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) can be instrumental in obtaining accurate
predictions of the internal leakage, assessing the effects of real
edge conditions, such as the presence of radii on the edges, radial
clearance between the spool and the bushing sleeve, and some
degree of overlap. Some papers present in the scientific literature
prove that the use of CFD to study the internal leakage can be
viable. In [8], a partial 3D model was developed in the STARCD environment to analyze the flow through a commercially
available servovalve (Moog D633 servovalve). The objective of
that study was to predict the values of the discharge coefficients
in the metering sections, for different opening degrees. The edges
were considered sharp, thus neglecting the effects of wear and
manufacturing processes, which, as discussed before, produce a
certain radius on the edges. Although the aim of that paper is
different from the aim of this paper, that paper [8] proves that it
is possible to simulate the fluid flow through the clearance
between a spool and its bushing sleeve, provided that a
sufficiently fine mesh is generated in the narrow fluid zone.

In [9], the effects of different radii on the spool edge of a
commercially available servovalve were analyzed using a partial
three-dimensional model solved by Ansys Fluent. The analysis
assumed that the clearance between the spool and bushing sleeve
was zero and that the edge of the bushing sleeve was sharp. The
numerical predictions show that, as expected, the increase in the
radius on the spool edge increases the internal leakage at null.
There are other papers in the scientific literature that have tried
to predict the erosion rate of the metering edges in servovalves
caused by contamination particles, using both analytical
approaches and CFD analyses [10-13]. However, these
investigations have mainly been carried out for opening degrees
far from the null position.
The research presented in this paper aims at predicting the effects
of round edges on the spool and bushing sleeve as well as
clearances, upon the internal leakage around null in the main
stages of servovalves. To this end, accurate 2D computational
fluid dynamic (CFD) models are used. The main feature of this
analysis is that the numerical results are generic, since they are
applicable to any servovalve. This analysis can be useful for
manufacturers, since it allows prediction of the leakage around
null for a wide range of edge radii, clearances and overlaps. This
analysis has been carried out as a collaboration among the
University of Bath, the Polytechnic University of Bari, and
Moog Controls Ltd, a world leading manufacturer of
servovalves.
CFD MODELS
This section describes the models and computational
domains used to carry out the investigation on the internal
leakage.
The first domain considered is that reproducing a part of an
existing Moog valve. A sketch of this domain is shown on the
left of Fig.1, which also shows the boundary zones used.
Pressure
outlet

Pressure
inlet

Pressure
outlet
Simplified
Domain

Real
Domain

rb

c
rs

Pressure
inlet

Fig.1. Domain reproducing a part of an existing Moog’s valve
(left) and simplified domain (right), rb=bushing radius, rs= spool
radius, c=clearance.
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Overlap = 20 μm

Overlap = 0μm

account the presence of non-condensable gases in the liquid,
which can change the density of the vapor cavities. Preliminary
investigations have shown that, in terms of flow rate, the results
will not substantially change by considering different properties
for the vapor oil due to the interaction with the dissolved gases.
For example, using the vapor properties equal to those of air at
atmospheric pressure, namely, ρ=1.225 kg/m3 and μ=1.7894e-05
kg/(ms), leads to negligible differences in terms of flow rate.
As far as turbulence is concerned, it was predicted using the RNG
K-𝜀 model with the enhanced wall treatment. This model for the
prediction of turbulence has proved to be very effective in the
case of a flow field through a restriction, as occurs in hydraulic
valves [15-18]. It also provides very accurate results for a wide
range of the Reynolds number, even for transitional flows [1518]. As successfully done in previous modelling works of
proportional valves [15-18], the best strategy associated with the
enhanced wall treatment consists in meshing the domain across
the restrictions with a high number of cells, while the domain far
from the restrictions can be discretized with a coarser mesh. This
can allow the high gradients of velocity across the restrictions to
be accurately simulated while maintaining a reasonable
computational time.
With regard to the discretization of the equations, the second
order upwind method was selected for momentum, turbulent
kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate equations. The
selected pressure interpolation scheme is second order accurate
for the single-phase model, while the PREssure STaggering
Option (PRESTO) was selected for the mixture (cavitation)
model.
With both the single-phase and the mixture model, 2000
iterations were enough to reach converged values for the flow
rate, with all the scaled residuals being below 10-4.

Overlap = -20 μm

Fig.2 Computational mesh for the simplified 2D model and
enlargement on the narrow flow passage: overlap = 20 μm (left),
overlap = 0 μm (centre), overlap = -20 μm (right).
The second domain considered is shown on the right of Fig.1: it
is a simplified domain having all the edges with the same length.
The boundary conditions are the same for the two domains,
namely, pressure inlet was set at the inlet edge and pressure outlet
was set at the outlet edge. All the other edges present in the
domains were defined as walls.
The two domains were meshed with the same strategy resulting
from a grid convergence analysis, not reported here for brevity,
in which the monitored parameter was the flow rate. Specifically,
the elements in the restriction were meshed with a dimension of
0.1 μm; the maximum size of the edges of the elements was taken
equal to 0.1 mm (far from the restriction), and the growing rate
was 1.05. The computational mesh for the simplified 2D domain
is shown in Fig. 2. The overall mesh size slightly changed
according to the geometrical features (overlap, clearance and
radius), ranging from 22000 to 30000 cells.
In addition to the two domains, two different settings have been
considered to solve the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations in Ansys Fluent. The first one is an
incompressible single-phase model, in which the oil is treated as
a fluid with constant density ρ and dynamic viscosity μ. The
values considered for the density and viscosity are the same as
those of Hyjet at 40 °C, namely ρ=985 kg/m3 and μ=0.01
kg/(ms).
The second one is an incompressible two-phase (mixture) model
capable of taking into account the occurrence of cavitation. The
primary phase is again oil treated as incompressible fluid
(namely, Hyjet at 40 °C, with ρ=985 kg/m3 and μ=0.01 kg/(ms)).
Instead, the secondary phase is incompressible vapor oil with
ρ=4 kg/m3 and μ=3·10−6 kg/(ms), generated when the local
pressure decreases down to the vaporization pressure. Fluent
provides three cavitation models: the Schnerr-Sauer model, the
Zwart-Gerber-Belamri model and the Singhal et al. model [14].
Previous experiences showed that the Schnerr-Sauer model is
very robust while providing accurate predictions of the
cavitation phenomenon [15]. For these reasons, it was selected
for this simulation work. This model is not capable of taking into

RESULTS
This section reports the results achieved with the fluid
computational domains and numerical models described in the
previous section. In particular, at first the comparison between
the real domain and the simplified one is discussed, to show that
the simplified domain can effectively be used to predict the
internal leakage for any servovalve. Then, the numerical models
(both the single-phase model and the two-phase one) are
validated by comparison with available experimental data.
Subsequently, the numerical models are used to obtain some
useful charts for fixed values of the pressure drop, showing how
the internal leakage changes as a function of the overlap,
clearance and radius on the edges of the both the spool and
bushing sleeve. Finally, some analytical correlations are given to
evaluate the internal leakage for different values of the pressure
drops.
Comparison between the simplified 2D domain and the real
domain.
In this subsection, the simplified 2D domain is compared
with the real domain reproducing a part of an existing valve (see
Fig.1). In this comparison, the two domains have the same
geometry as far as the restricted section is concerned, namely,
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radius on the edges of the spool and bushing sleeve equal to 4
μm (rb=rs=4 μm), clearance between the spool and bushing
sleeve equal to 3 μm (c=3 μm) and zero overlap between spool
edge and bushing sleeve edge (overlap=0 μm).
The comparison was performed by setting an inlet pressure equal
to 70 bar, an outlet pressure equal to 1 bar, and by using the
single-phase model. The choice of 70 bar for the pressure inlet
stems from the fact that this value of inlet pressure is usually
employed in the null tests of servovalves.
The contours of the predicted pressure for the real domain are
reported in Fig. 3. It is noteworthy that the pressure drop is
mainly located across the restriction, and all the remaining fluid
domain does not experience appreciable pressure variations.

suggests that the results obtained with such a simplified 2D
model have general validity and can be applied to different
valves.
Validation of the 2D simplified model
The previous section has highlighted that, because the
pressure drop is mainly located across the restriction, a
simplified 2D model can be used to predict the internal leakage,
and the results obtained will have general validity. With this 2D
modelling, the direct leakage flow can be predicted in a plane.
To obtain the overall direct leakage flow, the predicted flow
value must be multiplied by the slot width and the number of
slots.
The contours of pressure in Fig. 3 show that the single-phase
model predicted negative pressure values inside the restriction.
Since this is not physically possible, it can be deduced that
cavitation occurs in the restriction, thus demanding for the
cavitation model described earlier, in order to properly predict
the formation of the cavitation cavities.
This section compares some available experimental data with the
numerical predictions of the 2D simplified domain resolved with
both the single-phase model and the cavitation model.
Specifically, the experimental data used in this analysis to
validate the numerical models were retrieved from the null plot
of an existing Moog valve. The null plot is the plot of the flow
rate (i.e., leakage flow rate) measured as a function of the spool
position, for all the metering lands of a given spool coupled with
its bushing sleeve. Fig.5 shows the null plot retrieved by Moog
for a four-way three-position (4/3) Moog servovalve. Because it
is a 4/3 valve, four flow rate curves are present in the null plot,
as many as the four metering lands of the spool. These curves are
usually not plotted for very low values of the flow rate, because
of the large measurement errors associated with these conditions
(i.e., for very small spool positions and flow rates).

Fig.3. Contours of pressure predicted for the real domain
(pressure inlet=70 bar, pressure outlet=1 bar, single-phase
model, radius on the edges=4 μm, clearance=3 μm, overlap=0
μm)

Port flow (l/min)

7,00
land 3
y = -0.0404x - 0.5009
6,00
R² = 0.9997

Fig.4. Contours of velocity predicted for the real domain (left)
and for the simplified domain (right) (pressure inlet =70 bar,
pressure outlet=1 bar, single-phase model)
Fig.4 shows the comparison, in terms of velocity contours,
between the real domain and the simplified one. It is noteworthy
that the contours are very similar in the two cases; even the
predicted flow rate is the same, namely, Q = 0.0335 l/(min mm).
The two case studies have produced the same results because the
pressure drop is mainly located across the restriction, as shown
in Fig. 3. This suggests that, for this specific analysis of the
internal leakage, there is no need to simulate the entire flow field
inside a real valve, but it is sufficient to simulate the flow field
across the metering section with a simple 2D domain. This also

land 2
y = 0.0418x - 0.1159
R² = 0.9996

5,00
4,00
3,00
land 1
2,00
y = -0.0419x - 0.7514
1,00
R² = 0.9999

land 4
y = 0.0408x + 0.1198
R² = 0.9995
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Fig.5. Null plot for an existing Moog valve used for the
experimental validation of the numerical models
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What can be used from this graph to validate the numerical
models is the average slope of the four flow rate curves. The
average slope in the underlap region is not affected by
uncertainties related to the edge radius, clearance and
eccentricity. The same strategy to validate the numerical model
was adopted in [9], although the authors of that paper neglected
the clearance and radius on the bushing sleeve in their CFD
model, as previously discussed.
The value of the clearance is known for the valve tested in the
null test, which is c=3 μm. Geometrical data regarding the
roundness of the edges are not available. The maximum error
associated with the flow meter was ± 0.08 l/min. The same inlet
pressure as that of the experimental tests was used in the
simulation to allow the comparison, namely, pressure inlet= 70
bar. During the test, the outlet pressure was of the order of 1 bar.
This value was set as the outlet pressure in the simulations. The
oil used in the null tests was Hyjet at 40 °C, with ρ=985 kg/m3
and μ=0.01 kg/(ms). The same fluid conditions were used in the
simulations.
To allow the comparison, the numerical curves were obtained by
multiplying the flow rate predicted in the plane by the slot width
(4.07 mm) and number of slots (2 per land) of the tested valve.
Because the radius on the spool and bushing sleeve edge was not
measured in the experimental tests, different radii were
considered in the simulations. Fig. 6 shows the flow rates
predicted by the single-phase model for underlap conditions
(namely, overlap < 0) and for a wide range of radii on the edges
(assumed equal on the bushing sleeve and spool). This range for
the radius (from 2 micron to 10 micron) is the expected range for
a common servovalve, according to Moog’s database. As visible
in this graph, the slopes of the five numerical curves are very
similar (the maximum percentage difference among these is
2.8%). Therefore, the main effect of the radius increase in the
underlap zone is to increase the y-intercept.
Fig. 7 compares the single-phase model curve and the cavitation
model curve in the underlap and overlap regions, for a selected
radius of 4 µm (as shown in Fig. 6, a different radius will have a
very similar slope in the underlap region). The two numerical
curves are compared with the dashed curve, which has the same
slope as the average slope retrieved from the null plot.
It is noteworthy that the error between the slope of the cavitation
curve in the underlap region and the experimental slope is only
3%. This shows that the CFD model is highly accurate and that
cavitation occurred during the experimental test.
The difference in terms of slope between the “cavitation” curve
and the “single-phase” one is about 9%. However, the effects of
cavitation in terms of flow rate are negligible in the zone of
interest (namely, in the overlap region for overlaps less than 10
μm, which is the most common situation for servovalves).
Moreover, a very similar slope between the experimental data
and the numerical predictions suggests that the circumferential
leakage (neglected in this analysis) will not much change the
slope of the curves.
Figure 8 shows the qualitative results obtained with the
cavitation model for an overlap of 20 µm (left) and for an overlap
of -20 µm (right), with inlet pressure=70 bar, outlet pressure=1

bar, clearance =3 µm, and radius=4 µm. The pictures in Fig.8
show the pressure, vapour fraction and velocity vectors predicted
with the cavitation model. It is notable that the negative pressures
have disappeared compared to Fig. 3, and that the cavitation
cavities are mainly located in the recirculation zones just
downstream of the restriction. As a confirmation of the results of
Fig. 7, the contours of vapour fraction (Fig. 8b) show that the
effects of cavitation are negligible in the overlap conditions,
whereas they become more important in the underlap region.
Clearance: 3 micron (single-phase model)
Radius 4 micron

r8: y = -0.0469x + 0.415
R² = 0.9988

Leakage (l/min)

3

Radius 2 micron

r10: y = -0.0471x + 0.5082
R² = 0.9988

Radius 6 micron

2,5

Radius 8 micron

2

Radius 10 micron
Experimental slope 1,5

r6: y = -0.0466x + 0.327
R² = 0.9991
r4: y = -0.0462x + 0.2422
R² = 0.9992
r2: y = -0.0458x + 0.1578
R² = 0.9993
Exp: y = -0.0412x
-40

-30

-20
Overlap (micron)

1
0,5
0

-10

0

Fig.6. Comparison among the numerical predictions of the
single-phase model for different radii and the average
experimental slope of the null plot in the underlap region (inlet
pressure=70 bar, outlet pressure=1 bar, clearance =3µm).
Clearance: 3 micron
Underlap region
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2,5
slope: y = -0.0462x

Single phase model
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Cavitation model
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experimental slope

0,5
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0
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Fig.7. Comparison among the single-phase model, cavitation
model, and the average slope of the null plot (inlet pressure=70
bar, outlet pressure=1 bar, clearance =3µm).
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Overlap=20 μm

valves [16]. It must be noted that, according to the previous
comparison between the single-phase model and the cavitation
one (see Fig. 7), these graphs, obtained with the single-phase
model, will overpredict the direct leakage flow by about 9% for
large values of the underlap.
The outlet pressure was set to 1 bar, and three values for the inlet
pressure were considered, namely 70 bar (Fig. 9), 110 bar
(Fig.10) and 150 bar (Fig. 11). For each pressure drop, four
graphs were obtained, as many as the values considered for the
clearance, namely, 3 μm (a), 4 μm (b), 6 μm (c), and 8 μm (d).
These graphs can be applied to both the high-pressure chamber
and the low-pressure chamber of a 4/3 valve, provided that the
pressure drop is the same.
These graphs (Fig. 9-11) provide the direct leakage flow in a
plane. The overall direct leakage flow can be obtained by
multiplying the predicted value and the slot widths and number
of slots of a given valve. The value obtained must be increased
by a certain amount to account for the circumferential leakage.
The contribution of the circumferential leakage will be evaluated
in forthcoming studies.

Overlap=-20 μm

(a)
Overlap=-20 μm

Overlap=20 μm

(b)

Clearance: 3 micron, 70 bar, single-phase

Overlap=20 μm

Leakage l/(min mm)

0,35

Overlap=-20 μm

Radius 2 micron

0,30

Radius 4 micron

0,25

Radius 6 micron

0,20

Radius 8 micron
Radius 10 micron

0,15
0,10
0,05

(c)
-40

Fig.8. Contours of pressure (a), vapour fraction (b) and velocity
vectors (c), predicted by the cavitation model in the simplified
domain (inlet pressure=70 bar, outlet pressure=1 bar, clearance
=3µm, radius=4µm), for overlap=20 μm (left) and overlap=-20
μm (right).
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(a)
Clearance: 4 micron, 70 bar, single-phase
0,35
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Results for the direct leakage flow as a function of the clearance
and edge radius.
Since the effects of cavitation, as far as the magnitude of the
flow rate is concerned, are negligible in the zone of interest, the
single-phase model applied to the simplified 2D domain (see
Fig.2) was used to obtain graphs of the direct leakage flow as a
function of the clearance and radius on the edges (assumed equal
for the bushing sleeve and the spool). The overlap was varied
from -40 μm to 40 μm, with the negative values indicating an
underlap condition. Although the most common situation in
servovalves is that with overlaps comprised between 4 μm and 7
μm, a wider range of overlaps and underlaps has been
considered, in order to provide generic results which can also be
applied to other types of spool valves, such as proportional
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Clearance: 6 micron, 70 bar, single-phase

Clearance: 4 micron, 110 bar, single-phase
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Fig.10. Prediction, by using the single-phase model, of the direct
leakage flow for an inlet pressure of 110 bar and an outlet
pressure of 1 bar: clearance c=3 μm (a), c=4 μm (b), c=6 μm
(c), c=8 μm (d).
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Fig.9. Prediction, by using the single-phase model, of the direct
leakage flow for an inlet pressure of 70 bar and an outlet
pressure of 1 bar: clearance c=3 μm (a), c=4 μm (b), c=6 μm
(c), c=8 μm (d).
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The graphs show that both the clearance and the radius have a
huge effect on the internal leakage, therefore it is important to
limit their values as much as possible during the manufacturing
processes if the aim is to reduce the power consumption. It is also
visible that the overlap condition between the spool and the
bushing sleeve has a huge impact on the leakage flow. For given
values of radius and clearance, the presence of some degree of
overlap between the spool land and the bushing sleeve port width
can help to reduce the leakage flow at null.
In the previous graphs, an equal radius on the spool edge and on
the bushing sleeve edge was assumed. However, if the radius on
the spool edge is different from the radius on the bushing edge,
the previous graphs can still be used by taking an equivalent
radius equal to the average of the two radii.
As a confirmation of this, the graph in Fig. 12 compares: the
leakage flow obtained for a radius on the spool equal to 2 μm and
a radius on the bushing equal to 10 μm (blue dots), and the
leakage flow obtained for a radius on the spool equal to 6 μm and
a radius on the bushing equal to 6 μm (grey line). The red curve
is the plot of the percentage difference between the two cases.
This graph was obtained by using the single-phase model, for an
inlet pressure of 70 bar and an outlet pressure of 1 bar (clearance
c=3 μm). As shown by the graph, the difference between the two
cases is negligible, being always below 5%.
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Fig.11. Prediction, by using the single-phase model, of the direct
leakage flow for an inlet pressure of 150 bar and an outlet
pressure of 1 bar: clearance c=3 μm (a), c=4 μm (b), c=6 μm
(c), c=8 μm (d).
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Depending on the fluid regime, either equation (3) or equation
(4) could be used [3]:

Calculation of the internal leakage for different pressure drops
The graphs shown in the previous sub-section can allow the
direct leakage flow to be estimated for a fixed pressure drop
(inlet pressure = 70 bar, 110 bar or 150 bar, and outlet pressure
=1 bar). For a different pressure drop, two different strategies
can be attempted.
The first one, which is the more accurate, consists in running the
simulations again with the new value of the pressure drop.
The second one consists in using some analytical formulas along
with the available data retrieved from the above graphs. The
analytical formulae available in the literature depend on the fluid
regime, namely laminar or turbulent flow [3]. In the present
study, there is a large variation of the Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒,
which can be calculated as follows:
𝜌𝑉𝑙

-30

Fig.13. Reynolds number calculated through equation 2 using
the flow rate predicted by the single-phase model for 70 bar inlet
pressure and 150 bar inlet pressure.

Fig.12. Comparison between the leakage flow obtained for rb=
rs =6 μm (grey line), and the leakage flow obtained for rb=10 μm
and rs =2 μm (blue dots), by using the single-phase model, for
an inlet pressure of 70 bar and an outlet pressure of 1 bar
(clearance c=3 μm).

𝑅𝑒 =

150
bar simulation
simulation
70 bar

300

-30
20

70
simulation
150bar
bar
simulation

400

Re

Radius spool=2 micron,
radius bushing=10 micron

Difference (%)

0,3

̅̅̅̅
𝑄̅
𝛥𝑝
=√
𝑄
𝛥𝑝
𝑄̅ ̅̅̅̅
𝛥𝑝
=
𝑄 𝛥𝑝

(3)

(4)

In equations (3) and (4), Q is the value of flow rate (leakage flow)
retrieved from the graphs of Fig. 9-11 for a given value of the
pressure drop Δp (namely, inlet pressure = 70 bar, 110 bar or 150
bar, and outlet pressure =1 bar); instead, 𝑄̅ is the new value of
flow rate for a different value of the pressure drop ̅̅̅̅
𝛥𝑝. Equation
(3) assumes that the flow is turbulent (namely, the flow rate is
proportional to the square root of the pressure drop), instead
equation (4) assumes that the flow is laminar (namely, the flow
rate is proportional to the pressure drop) [3].
Fig.14 (a) shows the flow rate predicted by the simulations for
an inlet pressure of 70 bar (yellow curve) and 150 bar (orange
curve). In addition, Fig. 14 (a) shows the flow rate curve obtained
through equation (3) from the simulated flow rate curve at 70 bar
(blue curve). Fig. 14 (b) shows an enlargement of the graph of
Fig.14 (a) in the underlap region. The graphs show that equation
(3) can allow a good evaluation of the leakage flow both in the
underlap region and in the overlap region for overlaps
approximately lower than 20 μm. For overlaps ≥ 20 μm, equation
(3) leads to large errors, greater than 20%. This can be due to the
fact that for large values of the overlap, the flow becomes
laminar, which is a condition inconsistent with equation (3).

(2)

where V is the average velocity in the restriction having a
characteristic length l, and Q is the flow rate predicted in the
plane. As a confirmation of this, Fig. 13 shows that the Reynolds
number, calculated for the 70 bar curve and for the 150 bar curve
with a clearance of 4 µm and a radius of 4 µm, changes
significantly depending on the overlap and the pressure drop.
According to Merritt [3], the transitional Reynolds number for a
sharp orifice can range from about 9 to about 400 depending on
the type of orifice; however, a precise value for the transitional
Reynolds number is not available for the present case.
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Fig.14. Flow rate predicted with the simulations for an inlet
pressure of 70 bar (yellow curve) and 150 bar (orange curve),
and flow rate obtained, through equation (3), from the simulated
flow rate curve at 70 bar (blue curve); red curve: difference %
between the blue curve and the orange one; Fig.14 (b) is an
enlargement of Fig. 14 (a) in the overlap region. Results
obtained for radius rb=rs=4 μm and clearance c=4 μm.
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Instead, for large values of the overlap, equation (4) can be used.
In this regard, the graph of Fig. 15 again shows the flow rate
predicted by the simulations for an inlet pressure of 70 bar and
150 bar (yellow curve and orange curve, respectively). However,
in this case, Fig. 15 shows the flow rate curve obtained through
equation (4), instead of equation (3), from the simulated flow rate
curve at 70 bar. It is noteworthy that equation (4) allows a good
estimation of the leakage flow for high degrees of overlap,
namely, for laminar flows, with the percentage error being lower
than 15% for overlaps ≥ 20 μm. However, for low values of
overlap and in the underlap region, equation (4) produces large
errors, due to the fact that the flow ceases to be laminar. As a
conclusion, it can be deduced that equation (3) and equation (4)
can both be effectively used, but for different ranges of the
overlap.
As a final consideration, the simulations performed to retrieve
all the above graphs were obtained with the RNG k-𝜀 model with
the enhanced wall treatment to predict the turbulence. However,
this final analysis has revealed that the flow can be assumed
laminar for overlaps ≥ 20 μm. Nevertheless, as demonstrated in
similar studies of the flow through restrictions [15, 17], the RNG
k-𝜀 model with the enhanced wall treatment can still be used in
laminar conditions, providing very accurate results. In this
regard, Table 1 compares the results in the laminar zone obtained
with the RNG k-𝜀 model and with the laminar model (both
single-phase). It is shown that the numerical predictions are very
similar, thus demonstrating the reliability of the RNG k-𝜀 model
for a wide range of Reynolds number.

(b)
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10

Fig.15. Flow rate predicted with the simulations for an inlet
pressure of 70 bar (yellow curve) and 150 bar (orange curve),
and flow rate obtained, through equation (4), from the simulated
flow rate curve at 70 bar (blue curve); red curve: difference %
between the blue curve and the orange one; Fig.15 (b) is an
enlargement of Fig. 15 (a) in the overlap region. Results
obtained for radius rb=rs=4 μm and clearance c=4 μm.
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Overlap
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Flow rate with the
RNG k-𝜀 model
l/(min mm)
0.004929
0.003239
0.002409
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Table 1. comparison between the flow rate predicted by the RNG
k-𝜀 model with the enhanced wall treatment and the flow rate
predicted by the laminar model for very high values of the
overlap (radius=4 micron, clearance 3 micron, 70 bar inlet
pressure, 1 bar outlet pressure, single-phase models).

CONCLUSIONS
This paper has analyzed, through a 2D CFD analysis, the effects
of geometrical imperfections (i.e., radii on the spool edge and
bushing sleeve) and tolerances (i.e., radial clearance and axial
overlap between the spool and bushing sleeve) upon the internal
leakage in the second stages of servovalves. The following
conclusions can be drawn:
• the prediction of the direct leakage can be obtained using a
simple 2D domain applicable to any valve;
• therefore, a 2D model has been realised, which is also
capable of predicting cavitation;
• cavitation predicted by the model occurs in the low-pressure
metering chamber. However, the effects in terms of flow rate
are negligible for overlap conditions (the most common
situation in servovalves);
• the model realized is very accurate, as demonstrated by
comparison with experimental data;
• several graphs have been obtained (for inlet pressure = 70
bar, 110 bar and 150 bar, and outlet pressure =1 bar), showing
the direct leakage flow predicted on a plane as a function of
the overlap, clearance and edge radius. The overall direct
leakage in a real spool valve can be obtained by multiplying
the predicted value by the overall slot width;
• if the radius on the spool edge is different from the radius on
the bushing edge, the graphs can still be used by taking an
equivalent radius equal to the average of the two radii;
• for different values of the pressure drop, some analytical
correlations can be used to evaluate the direct leakage flow
from the data taken from the graphs provided.
Forthcoming work will be focused on assessing the effects of the
circumferential leakage upon the overall leakage flow for slotted
spools. To this end, 3D CFD simulations of the circumferential
path will be carried out for a wide range of geometrical
parameters. The predicted percentage increase due to the
circumferential leakage will be used to correct the direct leakage
obtained from the graphs analyzed in this paper.
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